
Making Places
A lookbook of our favorite projects



We don’t make
furniture... 
We make places! Places that elevate the value of a building. Places that create 
a delightful surprise for the end user. Places that inspire collaboration and creativity. 
Places you’ll remember and will want to return to.

Our modular furnishings mirror the identity of the surrounding architecture and 
landscape in a seamless, sculptural way. The solutions we provide are highly functional 
and environmentally sound. They boast rugged durability and iconic design without 
compromising affordability.

A Green Place becomes a destination in your building as well as its crowning element – 
a refuge, a meeting place or an on-the-go workplace. There’s no limit to how you can put 
our products to use.

This collection of our favorite projects highlights the wealth and possibilities of our 
unique place-making furnishings. We hope it will ignite your imagination as much as it 
does ours!

Nova C 
Series

Nova C 
Perch

Leaf Lamp 
Series

Nova C 
Recliner

Nova C 
Recliner

Available
for outdoors





As airports grow, passenger capacity becomes a key issue. Our space-saving designs offer 
high-density seating, while boosting passenger satisfaction in surprising ways. Our furnishings 
are also proven to increase sales when installed in concession and retail areas.

Airport Terminals



Flows 
seamlessly 
with your 

architecture

Nova C Double Back in custom configuration. 
Finish: Charcoal on oak and black powder coat.
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Nova C Perch Double in Ondular 
configurations. Finish: Dark Oak and 
white powder coat.

Leaf Lamp Tree L with felt leaves in 
custom white, grey and green mix.



Proven to
boost 

non-aeronautical 
revenue

Proven to  
increase seating 

capacity



Proven to 
improve

passenger 
satisfaction

Nova C Double Back in custom configurations. 
Finish: Pure Maple and black powder coat.
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Nova C Double Back with tablets in a 
Wiggly configuration. Finish: Dark Oak 
and black powder coat.



Leaf Lamp Pendants with felt leaves in 
custom green mix.

Nova C Recliner. Finish: Super White on 
oak and white powder coat.

Radius Divider with custom cutouts and Radius Planter Divider. 
Finish: Custom powder coat.

An exceptionally 
comfortable 
lounge chair12



Nova C Double Back with tablets and armrests in custom configurations. 
Finish: Grey Mix on oak and white powder coat.
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Our products offer immense durability without sacrificing comfort or style. We set the  
stage for memorable educational spaces where students are encouraged to collaborate, 
learn and excel.

Universities & Schools



Nova C Back with armrests in Circular configurations. 
Finish: Custom match and black powder coat.



Nova C Perch. Finish: STHLM C on oak 
and grey powder coat.



Great for
narrow spaces

that can’t fit
full-sized furniture
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Leaf Lamp Tree M with felt leaves in standard white.

Flame retardant 
leaves eliminate 

fire hazards
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Leaf Lamp Tree S with felt leaves in a custom mix of colors.

Acoustic 
properties of 

wool leaves help 
reduce noise

Anti-static 
surface repels 
dust for easy 

cleaning
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Adds a magical 
atmosphere to any 

library space

Leaf Lamp Tree M and Leaf Lamps Pendants with felt leaves in standard white.

Nova C Back in Donut configuration. Finish: Pure Maple and white powder coat.
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Nova C Back in Circular configuration. Finish: Pure 
Oak and Pure Maple with black powder coat.
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Nova C Back mixed with Nova C Bench in custom configuration. 
Finish: Pure Maple with wine powder coat.



Retail
A survey carried out by Intu, a UK retail group, reveals that retail revenues increase by 1% 
per minute when shoppers spend more than half an hour in retail zones. Encourage your 
shoppers to stay for a while by offering them comfortable and welcoming furniture that will 
stand the test of time.



The 
Nova C Series 
fits perfectly

around our Leaf 
Lamp Tress

Nova C Back in Donut configuration. 
Finish: Pure Maple and black powder coat.

Leaf Lamp Tree L & S with felt leaves in a 
custom mix of colors.



Nova C Bench in a Wiggly configuration. 
Finish: Standard Brown Mix and black powder coat.
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Nova C Back and Nova C Double Back with tablets in various 
configurations. Finish: Standard Brown Mix and black powder coat.

Leaf Lamp Tree M with felt leaves in standard white.

Radius Planter Dividers with black powder coat.

+5 min dwell time
=

+5% retail revenue
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A cluster of Leaf Lamp Trees with felt leaves in standard white.

Nova C Back in Circular configuration. 
Finish: Standard Brown Mix and black powder coat.
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Faith Bartrug Design, Mark Steele Photography

Create an 
enchanted forest 

with our 
Leaf Lamp

Trees 

Leaf Lamp Trees L with felt leaves in standard white.
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Train Stations &
Cruise Terminals
Rail and cruise travel are gaining tremendous popularity, but stations and terminals tend to 
be a relic of the past. Increase passenger satisfaction by modernizing the interior design 
of your waiting areas. Our modular furniture integrates with the architecture of the building 
and offers exceptional durability without sacrificing comfort or design.



Follow 
architectural

curves to eliminate 
seat spoilage

Why waste space 
with linear
furniture? 

Nova C Back with custom 
curvature wrapped around 
a column. Finish: Custom 
colors on oak and black 
powder coat.



Inspire a
vacation feeling 

before passengers 
embark

on their trip



Nova C Double Back with in large, sculptural configurations with endpieces.  
Finish: Charcoal on oak with black powder coat.



Nova C Double Back with in Omega configurations. 
Finish: Pure Oak and black powder coat.
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Nova C Double Back in Omega configurations 
and Nova C Bench in bracket configurations. 

Finish: STHLM C on oak and black powder coat.
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Healthcare Receptions
What if hospitals didn’t have to look and feel sterile, utilitarian and institutional?  
What if we could break the traditional design mold and make places that inspire happiness, 
peacefulness and comfort for the end user? Our furnishings do just that! They can be 
configured in whimsical ways to lighten the mood in any hospital environment. 



Leaf Lamp Tree with felt leaves in green mix.

Radius Planter Dividers with white powder coat.

Create
distinct seating 
areas with the 
Radius Planter 

Dividers



The 
Radius Bins

pair naturally 
with the Nova C 

Series

Easily 
Customize the 
radius to match 
your building’s

curves
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Nova C Back configured to follow the 
curve of a wall. Finish: Pure Maple and 
black powder coat.

Leaf Lamp Tree S & L with standard 
white felt leaves.

Radius Recycling Bin with custom 
powder coat.



Workplace
Employers today must offer workplaces designed for the well-being of their employees. 
Discover the epitome of biophilic design with Green Furniture’s acoustic Leaf Lamp Series, 
Radius Planters and the organic lines of the Nova C Series. 



Leaf Lamp Pendant with felt leaves in custom blue mix.

Leaf Lamp Tree L with standard white felt leaves.



Leaf Lamp Pendants with felt leaves in standard white.
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Leaf Lamp Metal Trees with Seamless Table. 
Standard white felt leaves, metal in custom powder coat and desk in Pure Oak.

Meetings under 
a tree bring 

collaboration to a 
new level

Tables feature 
integrated

charging ports
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Anti-static 
surface repels 
dust for easy 

cleaning

Flame retardant 
leaves eliminate 

fire hazards

Leaf Lamp Pendants with felt leaves in standard white.
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Acoustic 
properties of 

wool leaves help 
reduce noise

Leaf Lamp Pendant with felt leaves in standard white.
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Other Public Spaces
We call these “Green Places”. Featuring our iconic place-making furnishings, a Green 
Place becomes a destination in your building as well as its crowning element – a place 
that people are delighted to experience. Whether it’s a hotel lobby, a government 
waiting room or a rec center, there’s no limit to where you can put our products to use. 



Leaf Lamp Pendants with felt leaves in standard white.



Nova C Double Back in Straight configurations. 
Finish: Super White on oak and black powder coat
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Nova C Back in a custom configuration.  
Finish: STHLM C on oak and black powder coat
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Nova C Back and Nova C Bench. 
Finish: Standard Brown Mix and black powder coat.
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Nova C Bench in Wiggly configuration. 
Finish: Custom colors on oak and black powder coat.
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Renderings
Our team can help you realize your design goals and produce stunning renderings 
to visualize what Green Furniture would look like in your space. Ask us about this 
complimentary service!



Nova C Elevation in a custom configuration. 
Finish: Dark Oak and black powder coat.



What can your space look like?



Ask us about our free rendering services!



North American Headquarters 
One Broadway, 14th Floor, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA
+1 (833) 342-6800
americas@greenfc.com 

greenfc.com

European Headquarters
Carlsgatan 5, 21120, Malmö, Sweden
+46 (0)40 6009330
info@greenfc.com


